Check gages light on dodge durango

Check your battery voltage and your alternator output. When you step on the brakes, your foot
is off the gas and the brake lights turn on. That drops the voltage and causes one or more of
your gauges to go out of range and light the "Check Gauges" warning. My check engine light
came on after having to use my spare which is a 17 instead of a 20 in tire. Durango is check
engine going off and back on the truck won't move too fast putting pressure on the serpentine
belt making it make noise but also got a ticking noise coming from the bottom of the I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. The check gages light comes on when i step on the
breaks. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Dodge Durango question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Durango Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. GuruWXT2Q answered 2
years ago. Truck cranks with battery gauge at 14 but goes to zero after a minute. My truck
makes a ding everytime I make a sharp right turn or sometimes after every 15 minutes. Could
my negative terminal and ground wire cause it to do that because my negative battery terminal
an I recently bought a stock radio for my Dodge Dakota. Got it in ok and it works but there is a
drop off in power ever so briefly and then it comes back. Could it be the speakers are bad, or is
the I've taken it to 2 different places to have it tested, one said it could be electrical, the other
said there's absolutely nothing wrong. I don't use my overdrive because it makes it happen
more freque I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My check gauge light is on and my
battery gauge is zero. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Dakota question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Dakota Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Subject: check gauges
light IP: Logged Message: For some reason my 'check gauges' light on my instrument panel
displays and chimes on random occasions. Seems to be more often than not when I'm turning
hard. Does this make sense to anyone? Anyone have a similar problem? All the gauges are
working just fine, I have no idea what's going on. RE: check gauges light IP: Logged Message:
Could be something is low on fluid - kind of like my gas warning chime goes off if I'm going
uphill and the gas flows to the back. Going around a corner would throw fluids to one side and
maybe setting off a warning. Just a thought. Will be probably up in there behind instrument
panel.. My 02 would occasionally chime with the ABS light when my clock spring went bad twice
Try honking the horn when it chimes, if the horn doesn't work either, then the clock spring is on
it's way out. The light only flashes when I go around a sharp corner. As soon as I come out of it
the light goes off. ABS light would come on and chime, but then all of a sudden go off. It would
only do this on sharp turns. It was the clock spring. This is my second one within 44, miles. The
first time it went bad my horn wouldn't work at times. I have no oil leak and pressure gauge
stays fine when the light comes on. Anything else it could be? I sometimes see that light come
on when using the electric plow control a lot - the voltage will become marginal; and I'll get that
check gauges light. Something could be just slightly out of spec and hard to see Lead, follow,
or get out of the way. Oil pressure drops to 0, check gauges light comes on, sometimes it stays
on for a few minutes sometimes just flickers back from normal to 0. Also when I come to a
complete stop it has developed a tendency to stall, will start back fine and drive normally but I
found this strange. Any ideas??? RE: check gauges light IP: Logged Message: The oil pressure
problem, Hook up a mechanical pressure gauge to it and see what is actually going on before
you spin a bearing. Have you tuned it up lately? Have you tried cleaning the IAC? I replaced the
sending unit and it works fine now. The first and second time it said that my battery was low
This time, today, I looked at my gauges and the temp gauge was going up to hot I opened the
hood and it was not hot I checked the oil and while it was not to the full mark it was in the safe
area. My Dakota is a Sport with the V6 and auto. Any input would be very much appreciated. RE:
check gauges light IP: Logged Message: i have a 98 dodge dakota sport magnum and my abs
and brake light have came on and not come off also this is the second time my check gauges
light blinks and then disappears does anyone have a clue as to what this may be. My truck
doing the same. And my oil prssures stays at zero and its hard too turn someone's please help.
Gage light for battery comes on. We have had the alternator and battery checked and they are
fine. Checked the ground and it is fine. Replaced the battery cable ends. Any ideas, we are at a
loss. Someone please help. Unit restarted. But died and will not restart. GuruBQ65W answered 2

years ago. Prior on the way home every time I stepped on the brake to slow down, the check
What would cause the check engine light to come on from a cold start, so to speak? I drove the
truck yesterday and it's been parked in the garage overnight. It has 54, miles on it. Will the
check engine light cime on in a dodge durango because it needs an oil change? My Dodge
Durango I got used the check engine light came on the car was not want to pull up heels then I
fixed all the check engine things like O2 spark plugs transmission fluid filter clean t Check
engine light came on and was flashing while driving. I've had spark plugs replaced and coils?
Or cylinders. Shift solenoid replaced also. I want to trade it in but can't right now cause I' I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Durango question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Durango Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. This started last week, first my check gauges light came on while driving down the
highway. I pulled over, checked the oil, which was fine, then it ran fine. This problem continued
until yesterday when the check gauges light stayed on and the oil pressure stayed at 0, even
though oil was fine. Today, the truck would not start at all; tried to turn over, but never would,
then died completely. Any ideas? MustanGoddess answered 6 years ago. There is a minor
coolant leak; gasket needs to be replaced, however, no oil leaks. Bob answered 6 years ago.
The battery was fine until a little while ago. My truck has a remote start feature. Had planned on
going in to town and used the key fob to start it and warm it up as usual, not thinking about the
ongoing oil pressure issue. When I went out to get going, the truck hadn't started, so I tried to
start it manually and discovered that it wouldn't even turn over. I am thinking that trying to start
drained the battery? Moparjohn answered 6 years ago. The oil pick up line for your oil pump a
lot of times will get clogged with carbon, sludge, and pieces of paper from old oil filters. Not
hard and fixes your oil pressure problem. Thank you all so much for your responses and advice.
I picked up a sending unit, will get it in this weekend. Crossing fingers it does the trick! Jruh67
answered 4 years ago. My check guages light comes on and I just replaced the battery and
alternator what could be the problem someone please explain what the problem could be.
Joramtrk answered 4 years ago. Evilgenius68 answered 4 years ago. Chk guages means all
gauges. Anyone of the gages could cause that warning light. Make sure you havevthe proper
voltage ,,that the temp Guage isnt too high or too cold. Possibly not working. Look for random
fluctuations in the gauges as well. Robert answered 4 years ago. My 07 ram did the same thing
-- check gauge came on!! Couldn't figure it out til I saw battery gauge too low- anyway turned
out to be both battery and alternator were both bad!! Different from check engine -. Same thing
with me HemiLady answered 3 years ago. I am also having this problem with the check gauges
light coming on when I first start it and having no oil pressure. Oil is good no leaks. I shut my
truck off turn it back on and the lights off and oil pressure is good??!! Tonyboii answered 3
years ago. Same with me, ram 5. Some times when I brake the check gauges light comes in and
it seems that the oil pressure drops to 0 but as soon as it drops it comes back to normal. Any
suggestions or thoughts? Angel answered 3 years ago. I have the same problem with my 03
Ram I poured a bottle of oil in the engine and it stopped having that problem for a few weeks
and then after that it started again. Roxanne answered 3 years ago. I'm having simular issues go
out start 05 Dodge check gauge light is coming on with oil gauge registering 0. It then comes up
and stops. What is causing this issue? Guru5X8MV answered 3 years ago. Check your ignition
switch. When you start the truck, make sure the switch goes into place when you release the
key. If it doesn't the check gauges light will come on. How this is helpful. LashoneB answered 2
years ago. I have a dodge ram my check gauges light keeps coming on and the oil hand is
dropping to 0. Will an oil chane help? Does anyone have an answer please help. GuruWB
answered 2 years ago. I have a dodge ram van. The check gauges light stays on. All power
seems to be failing. Had to jump the car to get it going but does not stay on. Also squeeking
sound from engine area Charlie answered 2 years ago. Check guage, lights oil. Truck runs fine.
Oil pressure gauge goes back up when driving. Drops when idle? Light comes back on. Tirn off
turn on oil guage fine then drops at idle. Idles at rpm's. Any idea? Cal answered 2 years ago. My
03 Dodge Ram check engine light came on and check gages while driving about 30 mph. Truck
powered down for a second then lights went off and truck powered back up without me doing
anything. Guru5N answered 2 years ago. GuruX5Y5H answered 2 years ago. No Guru, but im
having the same problem on my 08 Ram. Just started to day WarrenT2 answered 2 years ago.
Sounds like the same problem my 03 was having. Turned out to be a cool. Turn the ignition key
on and off three times in quick succession with starting the truck. The last time leave it on.

Might give you a code on the dash. Look up the code on Google. Guru1C answered about a year
ago. My just started doing this, all the gauges look normal, engine seems to have a little whiny
noise, Any one have suggestion on what it could be? My check gauge light was coming off and
on checked the oil last week and it was good. Had it towed home and added oil. My check gages
went on today on my dodge ram laramie and I've been noticing it's doing it when outside temp
is really low and snowing any recommendations would be greatly appreciated I have a 98 Chevy
Silverado 5. And I have changed my oil sending unit and it's still happening I've changed my
battery it's my oil oil gauge still drops to zero when I hit the brakes I would like to know what the
resolution was somebody help. Gave it 10 seconds and it started and stayed on with everything
seeming fine. Today, I'm driving 20mph at a curve and the engine just dies and my steering
wheel goes stiff. The lights stayed on. Luckily I was driving slow and avoided going off the road.
Gave it 10 seconds and it started and ran normally again. This problem continued until
yesterday w My "check gauges" light has been coming on when I first start my truck. Turn it off,
restart and everything normal Have Dodge Ram When check gages light came on my oil
pressure dropped. Was oil pressure sensor. Quick fix. I got a problem with my 02 dodge ram 5. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Check gauges light comes on, oil
pressure fluctuates, then goes to 0. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge RAM question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The check gauges light means to check
your gauges, one or more gauges is indicating an "outside of normal limits" reading, low oil
pressure, high coolant temperature, low or extremely high voltage. I think it was my wife's '97
Dakota which displayed "0" oil pre
2006 ford escape fuse box diagram
2004 envoy wiring diagram
pontiac g6 07
ssure and the "check gauges" light was illuminated, when the oil pressure increased the light
went dark, I discovered the oil sending unit to be faulty. So look at the gauges the next time you
see the "check gauges" light illuminated, one or more may be indicating a condition that needs
to be checked. When the check light come on there are possible problems. If you would like me
to guess, then, I would say your kiddittle is bad and needs replaced. If you don't believe me, go
to a service garage and get the code read for a proper diagnose. Trending News. Tiger Woods
injured in one-car rollover accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball
duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Judd
makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Answer Save. Don't know everything! Source s :
Fifty years of shadetree engineering, racing, and home auto repair, all Mopars mostly Dodges.
Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

